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A N^sbrt^i ^tta
By H. M. Ledbetter, '13.
As a general rule the people of the United States are
appreciative of the great deeds done by individuals. For
example take the Washington Monument, (dedicated in
1885). This is the loftiest stone structure in the world,
being five hundred and fifty-five feet high. But as an ex-
ception to the rule, they leave out entirely some men who
are entitled to be numbered among the honored. The
man of whom I shall speak comes under this excep-
tion.
First, the race of this man is very peculiar, and his
being an uncommon man of his race entitles him to no-
tice; he is of a race whose individual members are differ-
ent in their characteristics from all other people of the
globe. They are truer to their nature than the individ-
uals of any other race. Those who know anything about
the American Indians doubtless will agree with me as to
these peculiarities. It is true they are very treachous,
but that happens to be a part of their nature.
The Indians are the only race of people that I know to
whom one cannot properly apply the word "hypocrite."
This word does not apply to the Indians' character. He
lives too close to nature itself. If an Indian is truly your
friend, he is your friend in whatever you do; if you do
wrong, he will stick to you the closer; what you do
doesn't effect his friendship. But let trouble come on ac-
count of your wrong doings and your white friend is jour
friend no longer. He is 3'our friend on condition that
3'our money lasts and that you have no bad luck. In
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other words, he is joined to you by the word "hypocrisy",
and does not know the meaning of the word "friendship".
Let us go back to our individual character. The man
that I speak of is no less a personage than General Mcin-
tosh. This great and brave chief once had under his con-
trol most of the land in the present State of Georgia. He
was the leader of the Lower Creek Indians and in 1825, as
the representative of his people, he signed a treaty at In-
dian Spring that ceded to the people of Georgia a large
part of the land in the present State. In the war of 1812,
William Mcintosh at the head of his worriors went
against the upper Creeks and faught for the Whites. In
the battle of Autossee, he showed such bravery that his
name was mentioned in the official report of General
Floyd.
What have the white people given him for these brave
and noble deeds? I say brave because they were brave.
William Mcintosh knew that when he signed the treaty
at Indian Spring that he did it at the price of his life.
However, he trusted the Whites and believed he would
get their protection. But the white people after he had
appealed to them for protection, treachously allowed the
Upper Creeks to overrun and drive the people of the Low-
er Creeks from their homes. It is true that Governor
Troup made a pretence at protecting his home; neverthe-
less, a murderous midnight raid was made on Mcintosh's
house after he had been promised protection. He and one
other friend fought about one hundred and seventy-five
worriors, but they fought without their "friend", the
whites.
Mcintosh died a heroic death; he defended his home
and self to the very last. He never did give up, but
fought 'till death itself struck his strong arm down. A
burned home, a scalped head, a bodj- riddled with bullets,
his heart torn from his body and hung in a mulberry tree
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is the pay he received for valuable service rendered to the
white people.
Most any citizen of the United States Government is
given enough land for his grave and his grave is marked
in some way, however humble. Although General Mcin-
tosh once controlled the greater part of the State of Geor-
gia, now his resting place is owned by a power company,
the only visible marks about this grave are a few white
flint rocks piled together. Cotton is cultivated almost
to the edge of the grave and it is a question of only a few
years until the spot will be entirely lost. Thus neglected
and forgotten is one of the greatest men that the Indian
race ever produced.
The Power Company's ground in which Mcintosh
sleeps is in Carroll County, four miles southwest of
Whitesburg on the Chattahoochee river, and there is
where his cabin was before the murderous raid on his
home. There is nothing left of his cabin. The only thing
about the place to remind one of him is his large mount-
ing stone and the mulberry tree on which the indians
hung his heart after they had riddled him with bullets
and taken his scalp. His scalp was carried on a pole back
to Alabama and hung in the public square of one of the
Upper Creek villages.
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©Ij? Hag of a 10U
By Oka McKee, '12
"Hello Specs! What'd you come for? Holy Moses!
boys, come out here and see the scare-crow. I do believe
that's Ichabod Crane hisself a-comin' to school. Kr may-
be its his nephew. Ain't he a bashful gintlemen thouj^h?
The speaker, a rough, mischievous boy about fourteen
years old, was the acknowledged leader among the boys
of Pine Giove school—leader in all kinds of fun and daring.
In the present case, he and his comrades were gathered
around the steps of the old log school house waiting for
school to begin.
Thanks to the exclamations of Jack Merrell, the atten-
tion of the crowd of boys was directed towards a youth
coming up the path. He was a slender, delicate-appear-
ing lad and the huge glasses perched upon his nose gave
a strange and startling appearance to his countenance.
Perhaps his long ragged coat flapping in the wind
prompted Jack Merrell' s speech about the scare-crow.
Anyway, the boy came forward hesitatingly as if he
scarcely knew wliether to advance or turn and flee.
Too surprised and embarrassed to make any repb^ to
the rude words that accosted him, the stranger quietly
walked into the school-room and took a seat. As he did
so a wave of disappointment swept over him. Was this
what the long-dreamed-of school was like? Though near-
ly twelve years old, the boy had never had the opportun-
ity to go to school before. However, he had made great
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progress in his books by means of his mother's help and
encouragement at home. One of the most essential things
he had missed was association with other boj^s. While at
home, he had made great plans of what good times he
would have with the other boys at school.
In his embarrassment and surprise, the strange boy
could not understand that the rough words of Jack Mer-
rill were meant as an advance towards acquaintance and
were prompted bj^ a spirit of fun and mischief rather
than cruelt}^ or unkindness. He wished himself back at
home. What must these boys be thinking of him—too
frightened to answer when spoken to? But it was too
much to be called even a remote kinsman of Ichabod
Crane. Involuntarilj^ he opened his reader to take a look
at the familiar picture of the unfortunate gentleman.
While he was staring at the picture, the taunting voice
of Jack Merrell was again heard:
' Greenie thinks its 'books'. Or maby he's a book-
worm and wants to make a scholar. Saj^ Bub, did you
know we didn't want anj^ book-worms at this here
school?"
Just at this moment the master rang a bell and all
conversation ceased. Bo3's and girls came into the room
quietly and took their accustomed seats. The new boy
breathed a sigh of relief. For a time he would be free
from the taunts of Jack Merrill and the giggles and stares
of the others. Presently the master came round to in-
quire the new boy's name, and received the prompt an-
sw^er:
"Thomas Tobias Wentworth Digby."
A suppressed giggle was heard in the room, but when
the master sternly glanced around all became quiet.
Thomas was made more uncomfortable than ever by
this laughter. What would these boys do next, and how
would anybody ever know what would please them? He
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had alwaj's been rather proud of his name but now he be-
gan to •wish for some short name like Jack or George—
anj-^thing except Thomas Wentworth. In a few moments
he was busilj' engaged in studjdng a lesson assinged b}^
the master. Quiet reigned in the school-room. Perhaps,
after all, school would not be such a dreadful place.
Thomas grew almost cheerful as he became more deeply
absorbed in his task. Suddenly he felt a stinging pain
behind his left ear and saw a piece of chalk hit the desk
in front of him.
Looking behind him, Thomas saw his enemy three
seats away grinning imprudentl3\ Then Jack twisted up
his face and w^inked prodigiously, for he was the one who
had thrown the chalk. This was more than human na-
ture could bear. Thomas w^as hot with anger now—all
fear and timidity were forgotton. He rummaged through
his desk till he found the object sought a—soft rotton
apple w^hich he had picked up by mistake when leaving
home that morning. But this very apple w^as to serve
its purpose now.
Having taken active aim, with all the force of his
pent-up wrath he threw the apple at the hated Jack
Merrill, stricking him squarely in the mouth. While
Jack was sputtering and gagging, the harsh voice of the
master w^as heard: "Jack and Thomas, you may come
forward. I was a witness to the whole affair." Then
and there by means of a stout hickory switch, it was
forcibly impressed upon the two boys that such conduct
must not occur again.
After this lesson in discipline the school seemed unus-
ually quiet. But if the master could have looked over
the shoulder of Jack Merrill and read w^hat the lad was
writting, he might not have felt so self-satisfied. Jack
laboriously printed on a dirty scrap of paper, "It never
hurt me", and passed it up to Thomas who promply
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wrote in reply, "Me neither/' Very insignificant in
themselves, these words ment a great deal in the present
case. Who would have thought Jack's few words meant
an apolog3' for his rudeness earlier in the morning and
his desire for friendship? Certainly Thomas must have
been able to read the message between the lines for his
short reply meant an acceptance of Jack's advances. A
common grief had brought about mutual sympathy.
At recess, Jack came around to Thomas and there was
a note of respect in his voice as he cheerfully said: "Sa}',
Tom, dont you want to come and play ball with us?"
"Yep", was all Tom said, but that was sufficient. The
other boys all understood that the new boy had been ac-
cepted by their leader and the^' were content.
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Pausing in my hibernating flight through etherealised
nothingness, jocundly utilizing the nonplumbeous ozone
of these celestial altitudes, and idly lapsing into doted
memories of an eternal but ever lingering past, I am re-
minded again that the Dahlonega prospectives have been
promised an opulent message from my platonic pen.
Many moons have filled and faded, declining days have
da-wned and darkened, wondrous worlds have climbed and
crumbled, and yet Doctor Doom ever remains the same
—
unknown arbiter af all federated spheres, undying dispen-
ser of all human destiny. From him comes the fullness
of our present happiness, the brightness of our future
hope.
And again you ask, "Who is this Doctor Doom?" The
answ^er comes, "It is I, be not dismayed."
Your posted reply to my recent epistle came speeding
to hand without discordant delay;, and let me assure you
of my heart-whole satisfaction in realizing that my hasty
conclusions met with your entire agreement. Those con-
victions were deeply rooted, and found expression in
worded sincerity. Hence my gratification that the appeal
was not in vain.
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However, it is not well to stress the serious on all oc-
cassions, nor is it advisable to dwell exclusively uponanj^
one line of thought. Therefore I shall depart from all
seriousness in this allignment of existing conditions, and
depend entirely upon soi'did imagination. Whereas in
m}^ former communication I was absolutelj^ in earnest,
now I am at the other extreme and shall not endeavor to
tell the truth, the semblance of the truth, or anj^thing
pertaining to the truth. Therefore I declare my utter re-
sponsibility to all parties whatsoever—either large or
3'oung, wise or in love, colored or discolored. Having
given this explanation, I shall expect no one to believe
anything I say. Hence, I shall say anything I please,
though what I please may not be pleasing.
Since mj^ last communication many of the students
have been gloating over the fact that I casually mentioned
a few members of the faculty, most of the august digni-
taries being friends of mine. But this time I shall dwell
upon more interesting subjects—the students—more in-
teresting only because there are more of them. However,
they are my friends at times, and I shall mention a few
incidents to show^ that I am loyal.
You know, an indiscriminate party approached me re-
cently and began to criticise the student standards; and
since his audacity was equaled only by the felicity with
which he used it, of course I accepted the challenge and
began to make reply. In fact, he was a kicker, and every-
one knows that a kicker is not fit for anything in the
world except to be kicked out of the house and over the
front gate.
Well, first he said the students did not have the proper
spirits, but I met him on that point by stating that one
boy had been sent home last fall by getting to much of
the genuine spirits. Then he said he meant they lacked
initiative, but again I just reminded him of the fact that
the students initiated more mov^ements, never to carry
U
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them out, that in anj^ place I had ever known. To be
perfectU' frank, I believe this habit of not doing: things
has spread to the faculty and Dahlonega people. Of
course everj^ one is morallj^ and nientallj^ willing to see
any progressive movement succeed, if success is attaina-
ble without any effort on their part. But this is getting
aw^ay from my subject.
Another thing this kicker told me was that the stand-
ards of the student bodj" were not properU^ tempered, but
I at once blocked this statement with the fact that McKee
had enough temper for three and a half student bodies.
Still he insisted that he meant true metal rather than
temper; so I had to inform him that Crip Smith had so
much metallic brass about him that the finer metal of
other students was simplj^ ignored. And to his remark
that Dahlonega and the college lacked the glowing en-
thusiasm necessary to accomplish things. I replied that
on last November 20th, glowing red socks, glowing red
ties, and glowing red enthusiasts paraded the streets
—
giving ample evidence of glowing enthusiasm.
But time is life, and time wasted is life lost. So I
must hurry this to a close, least my life, my labors, and
my love should suffer.
However, before I close, let me set the students aright
in regard to the celebration of Lee's birthday. Some of
you evidently don't understand the advantages of that oc-
casion—and never will until the program is made long
enough to get interested in before going to sleep. To
have a three-hour program to lull you to sleep! Why, it's
great! Or if not sleepy, why not read a book during the
speeches? Possibly some of the fellows could tell you
from experience how enjoyable that is. But honestly,
they ought to let all the men talk, so that a student could
get interested in his reading before the speakers finish.
Why not have a four-hour entertainment? Then I believe
12
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tlie facultj^ and citizens would attend and get the full
benefit of it—if the}' had to, like the boys.
Now believe me, young dip-seekers, it is time to wake
up and go to bed. I've been dreaming away in airy v.'on-
ders,but possibl3' j^ou have recognized ihat from this candid
parchment of unreal conditions. In yotir world I lie-
lieve an unreal condition takes the subjunctive mode—
r
but you can ask Professor Vickerv about that.
And in the meantime, come to see me. Very fev/ of
3'ou have so honored me during my visit to your city
—
even though it is Leap Year. But
"Ivife is real, life is earnest,"
And married life is not its goal;
To ask the maid and pa}*^ the bills
Takes nerve and a ]:)ank-like roll.
Therefore, be ware, be wise, or else 3'ou v/ill be goiK\
Plonestly 3'our fellow sufferer,
DocTor; Doom.
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By W. W. BtTRGESs, '15
For three weeks during this next month a troupe con-
sisting of the College Band and several students of thea-
trical talent—twenty-five in all—will undertake such a
trip around the state as has never before been attempted
by any college in the South. Eighteen of the most prom-
inent towns will be visited in making this twelve-hun-
dred mile trip, one performance being given in each
town. The company will reach the towns early in the
morning in order to give time to visit all High Schools,
Institutes, and places of interest.
Some will say that such an undertaking is the work
for a mammoth University, supplied with the means for
getting men of talent and experience especially for the
trip; but being favored as we are by a Band second to
no College Band in the South, and local talent in thea-
trical lines, which have demonstrated their high quality,
we are going to inaugurate a new departure for the good
of our college.
It is intended that two purposes shall be accomplished
by this trip. First, that the college training of the stu-
dents be made broader and more complete, which can be
accomplished only by high-class traveling. Experience
and deeper culture are gained by it. But without unlim-
ited wealth one cannot travel alone in such manner as to
get the best results; one must have capable chaperons
and companions who know the country over which they
11
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are going, the best places and incidents of most interest.
These things the managers of the trip are going to furnish
for the students, to give them a trip that has been well
planned and will be carefully executed.
Secondly, they propose to demonstrate to the tax-paj^-
ing people of Georgia that their mone}' pays dividends in
results. In each of these towns the entertainments given
will include as nearly as possible representations of all
phases of the work done here in College.
Unfortunatel}' it is not well known b}^ any but nearby
towns and counties that this college is the State Military
College; that it ranks Class "BA", two classes below-
West Point and at least one class above any Military
School in the State; that its literary requirements are of
the highest standard. The name of the institution con-
fuses it with the several District Agricultural Colleges
which are only Preparatory Schools.
This school is one whose location surpasses any in the
South, being in the mountains where nature best shows
her stately grandeur and the Heavens stay clear the long-
est; where the ozonized mountain air impels to physical
and mental labor; drives out malaria, and in a wonderful
way builds up the entire system. And all these advan-
tages, be it remembered, may be enjoyed for practically
half the expense that is repuired at any other College in
the State.
The backers of this trip think that Georgians who aro
interested in the welfare and development of their child-
ren ought to know these things, and they are going to do
their best to inform them. Here's hoping that every-
thing they attempt for the good of the education of Geor-
gia boys may be accomplished.
15
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BV Bl-AJ,'CHE BkOOKSHER. '13
In my dreams, I wandered to a beavitiful, thrivino;
town iu North Georgia, with a population of about twent}'-
five thousand. And I wish you to take note that I came
to this town by rail. Leaving the Depot, I entered the
Business part of the town. People were hurr3'ing in
ever.y direction; street cars went rumbling by; automo-
biles were dashing through the streets. There were im-
posing business houses on each side of the street, and
ever3'-bod3' seemed to be very bus^^ inside. In the center
of the town was a large, stone Court-House, stirrounded
by a beautiful lawn. A little farther down the street was
a magnificent Post Office. Bverything in sight suggested
prospei'ity and business.
A little later I came to the resident section of the
town. On tliese streets there were large, beautiful homes
with pretty lawns in front, and tall shade-trees, that
made everj^thing look extremely home-like.
But suddenl}^ I came to the most attractive part of the
town I had seen, where was located a College. There was
a magnificent, grassj^ Campus, and about fifteen large
buildings, consisting of Recitation bviildings, Libraries,
and Dormitories. These things aroused my curiosity, so
1 opened the big gate, and walked into the Campus. It
was during school-hours, and the boys and girls were
filing in and out of the buldings, going from one to an-
other. The whole Campus was alive with these young
16
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people, and a peculiar thing I noticed was the fact that
there were apparently' as many girls as bo.vs.





In a few moments I entered the building nearest me
and found it to be a Library. There were books, books,
everywhere, and magazines were not lacking. It was
one of the largest and best equipped libraries I had ever
seen in a College of this kind. A little to the left was a
magnificently furnished reading-room, and here were
hundreds of students reading and studjdng. I introduced
myself to the Lidrarian, who showed me through that
Department, and afterwards accompanied me to the Pres-
ident's office, and introduced me to him. After a short
talk with this kind old gentlemen, I was carried to the
different Departments of the College, and introduced to
the Professor in charge of each. Everything suggested
an interest of the teachers in the pupils, and consequently
an interest of the pupils in their work. Upon inquiring
how manj' students were enrolled, I was informed that
there were one thousand—three hundred of whom were
young ladies. The town which has been described was
(in my dreams) Dahlonega, and the College was none
other than the North Georgia Agricultural College.
After talking with one of the Professors, and inquiring
what had caused this wonderful change in the Institution,
he told me that in the year 1912, some members of the
Faculty and Student-body made a tour of the State in the
17
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interest of the College. This tour started an increase in
numbers, and since that time they had steadly increased.
The student body now consisted of one thousand members,
and the Faculty of sixty of the brainiest men and women
in the South.
But just about this time I awoke, and had realized in
a dream w^hat is by no means the impossible future of
the N. G. A. C. What had caused this change? In the
first place, Dahlonega had secured a Rail-road; next, the
Trustees had granted the College athletics, and third,
the lasting effects of the "State-tour."
IS
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By E. Nicholson. '15
There is nothing more essential than the art of debat-
ing-. This becomes clear when one considers the trend
which modern education is taking. The emphasis of ed-
ucation is being transfered from the acquisition of know-
ledge to the acquisition of doing things. The art of de-
bating is benifical to young people who are going out to
strive in the worlds activities. Education does not con-
sist entirely nor primarlj^ of what one carries away from
college in the shape of knowledge. A large part of it is
the power a man acquires over himself and his ability to
influence the minds of his fellow-men. This study cor-
rectly followed teaches how to acquire self-confidence and
control, and how to give oral or written expression to
one's own constructive thinking. Oratorj^ maj^ be de-
caying as we often hear, buc there are no signs of deca}^
in pleading at the bar, or in the sermon. Some of the
greatest men the world ever produced were famous ora-
tors. Among such men are Lincoln, Webster, Clay, Cal-
houn, and various others. Let us now and forever com-
memorate the names of such great men. It is time we
discard the idea that oratory is decajdng, for the orator of
to-day is the good dabator, that presents a truth effec-
tively and with conviction. To present a truth effective^'
one must know the principles which underlie persuasion.
When Patrick Henry pleaded the tobacco case in 1758
it is said that the people could be seen in every part of
the house on benches, in aisles and in the windows with
19
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the hushed stillness of death to catch the magic tone of
the speaker. The jury was so bewildered, as to lose
sight of the legislative enactment. After he had closed
his argument they seeing he was victorious seized him
at the bar, and in spite of his efforts bore him out of the
court-house on their shoulders and carried him about the
yard in triumph.
While Henry Grady was making his "New South"
Speech in New^ England Society, New York, it is said
that there was such a profound stillness through -out the
audience that a pin could be heard to fall on the floor.
Ev"er3'^ man's heart beat fast, and his attention was fixed
upon the w^ords falling from the lips of the speaker. The
foundation for this great influence over his fellow-men
was laid in the library and debating society, at the Uni-
versity of Georgia.
The secondary benefit derived from debating is the
abilitj^ to speak clean, pure, finished English in a pleas-
ing, confident, and forceful manner, and is one of the
greatest assets a man can possibly possess. A study
which insists that "for" is not" fur" and that "govern-
ment'' is not "goverment", should be much sought
after. A person maj^ conceal his ignorance of any other
art, but every titne he speaks he publishes his ignorance.
Again one who takes interest in the literary societies can
stand before an audience and express to them his thoughts
in an intelligent manner. Such a person is better fitted
to face an emploj^er, or a school board with a request for
a position. Many a public man to-day laments the error
of his youth, by which he failed to take advantage of the
opportunities in public speaking.
But the greatest return from debating is in the power
of thought as it consists in one's own constructive mind.
In other studies, such as language, mathematics and his-
torj", the main mental effort is in grasping tlie thoughts
30
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of other men. While the essence of debating consists in
originating one's own thought. When a student is as-
signed a subject for discussion, he formulates his own
opinion, after diligent research in all the sources of infor-
mation that he can obtain and places them so that others
may eafeil}^ grasp them. The fact that he has to act inde-
pendant of a text book, instructor, or formula, relying
only on his own iugenait}' and resource, devlopes in
him the power of self-reliance in his thinking.
There is another decided benefit derived from debat-
ing, that is, it teaches one to be on his guard while
reading editorals, public letters, or while listening to any
public address. It enables one to cull out those things
that are not worth}' of belief and enables him to detect
fallacious reasoning. Witness the thousands who are
ready to follow political leaders in every campaign. So
the 3'^oung man who learns carefullj' to watch his own
reasoning is not apt blindly to follow a quack politician.
Then, the essence of debating work, is that it teaches one
how to think out a problem and how to present it to meet
the needs of other people. Here is the greatest value of
our literary socities and debating work.
21
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®t|^ iSatng ictg
By L. W. Smith. '12
Slowl3% steadih', in torrents the rain unceasinglj^ falls.
The day is gloota}^ and darkness hangs o'er us like a pall.
Nothing breaks the tnonotonj^ of the lonely day,
Save the spattering rain-drops that against my windows
play.
The earth is wrapped in a dark and mist}' gloom,
As if she was mourning some dreadful doom.
Kven the birds and insects have gone awaj%
Seeking a refuge from the stormj^ daj'.
The Barracks are quiet, and in it the boys
Have ceased their usual riot and noise.
Let us compare as best w^e can,
The fall of the rain to the sorrows of man;
For just as surely as rain falls to-daj\
Some sorrow and trouble into each life must play.
The words of Longfellow were meant for us all.
When he said, "Into each life some rain must fall."
So be prepared, and with a cheerful heart.
Turn sorrow into gladness, and j 03'^ to the world impart.
22
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By Captain h. A. Wiegenstein
To the average American, surrounded as he is, by the
comforts of life, modern conveniences and a conceited
national make up, it is but netural that reference to
Orientals brings forward thoughts of head hunters, wild
tribes and a state of primitive conditions.
Most of the material he has read relative to the Phil-
ippines and at a visitor to the World's Fair at St. Louis
in 1904, will excuse him for this.
That contact with the white man from the time of
Magellan should not have developed the Filipino farther
than the 'white man found hiin in 1908, hardly seems cred-
ible. While he was christianized and rated under the
general head of civilized peoples, (for the greater part)
yet his social, political and domestic environment was
found such as to suggest a period in the world's history
of centuries ago.
Let us pass to a recital or rather a review of some of
the odd characteristics found in the Filipino upon his
coming under our control and \t^hich still obtain. One
general peculiarity is the Eastern Method of doing things
opposite to w^hat is the prevailing practice in the United
States. For instance,—vehicles in meeting turn to the
left insted of to the right; vegeatbles are pared away
from instead of toward the body; men wear their shirts
outside of instead of inside the trousers; w^omen especially
out in the Provinces, consider it bad form to wear stock-
ings except on holidaj^s; in hailing anyone at a distance
23
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with the desire to have hiin come to you, the hand is
waved away from or outward from the body, which to the
American would imply "go ahead" instead of "come
here".
A general absence of chairs has developed in the
native an abilit}^ to rest himself for hours at a time b3'
squatting, and frequently he can be seen with his feet
on a stool or bench squatting back on his heels, preferring
this to the usual method of sitting dow^n. The common
natives eat with the hands exclusively and all from a
vessel in common, around which they squat, and the
better-to-do-class eat with the knife instead of the fork.
It is a common sight to see women smoking cigars or
cigarettes, but is, however, not considered proper for a
girl to smoke before marriage.
Rice is the principal article of Agriculture and com-
mece and the method of cultivation is decidedly interest-
ing. The fields in which raised, are first converted into
dykes, and ridges to retain the water during the rainy
season, traverse the fields in all directions. These are
long or sliort, narrow or wide, owing to the irregularit}' of
the surface. The native waits until the fields are thor-
oughly flooded before he makes an}^ effort to break the
ground. After the ground has become thoroughl}^ satu-
rated and at least a foot or more of w^ater on the surface
he begins the tedious task of breaking the ground using
a single handled plow with a plowshare similar to our
cultivator blade. The ground once broken the amusing
part of the work really begins. The palo3^ (pah loee) or
rice in the stock, which has previously been developed
similar to our cabbage pants is then set out, stock b\'
stock. This is mostly done by the women, who, bare-
footed and with skirts tucked in at the back a-la-knicker-
bocker, form in line and wading through the slush rapid-
I3' set out the stocks one b}^ one to the accompaniment of
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music from a guitar which some male member of the
part}' plodding along the ridges thumbs.
To appreciate the ludicrous side of this imagine an
American farmer flooding his fields and while a series of
miniature lakes taking his wife and daughters into these
to plant his wheat, setting it out by hand, stock by stock,
while he imparts impetus to the work b}' following be-
hind and picking a guitar. This is what is really done
by the Filipinos, and practicall}- all the available land is
cultivated in this way. When the rice has once thus
been set out no more attention is required until harvest
time, except mending an occasional break in the dikes.
iVIost of the rice is planted in June and July and bj^ No-
vember and December the harvest begins. This, as the
planting, is very slow and crude. Men and women form
in line for this, using a boomerang-shaped hook, about
two feet long, with a creased blade about four inches
long in the side of hook, which serves as a sickle. The
hook is passed through the grain describing a semi-circle
and the stocks all bunch at the angular point when thej'
are taken in the free hand and the bunch severed by the
creased blade.
This is repeated until enough is gathered to form a
bundle, v/hich is tied similar to our wheat, and thrown
in heaps to be later gathered up on sleds. A large shed
is generally built in the fields where the rice is stacked to
dr3^ When it has sufiicientlj' ctired it is placed on the
ground and the grain separated from the stock by tread-
ing on it, using both horses and cariboo (water buffalo).
Another method is to put the bundles into troughs with
the headed ends together and then pound out the grain
using long inauls resembling two Indian clubs with their
smaller ends joined. The grain thus once separated from
the stock still remains to be hulled before it is clean rice
and ready to be utilized as food.
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Sections of a tree, usually of very hard wood, are hol-
lowed out ill one end, cup-shaped, and into this the grain
is put to be again pounded by the indian-club-shaped
mauls until the hull or shuck is freed from the kernal.
This requires a great deal of hard pounding and is nearly
alwaj^s done after dark while it is cool. The poor women
again come in for the major portion of this task, and the
thum-thum-thum of a guitar is alwa^'^s there to help her
along.
Observing this specially one night, the w^riter asked
the hombre (man) picking the guitar, why the music? The
repl3'^ w^as*'A3^ Senor, is no got musico no got trabajo",
w^hich, while neither English nor Spanish, means "Dear
Sir, if we don't have music the w^oman can't work". Just
picture to \^ourself an American woman sawing or chop-
ping wood while her husband sits near lending her in-
spiration to the work from suffering strains of a crippled
guitar. What trouble there must be ahead for our little
coffee colored brother w^hen female agitators and w^oman's
rights reach his parts.
Kver}'^ man his ow^n mechanic can truly be said of the
Filipinos. He plans his own habitation and then builds
and the onl\ tools required are a w^orking bolo, which
resembles our corn knife, and an ax. With these tw^o
tools very comfortable houses are built, and, of their
kind, neat ones. Having fathered the necessar}^ mater-
ials, such as posts, bamboo, bejuca (behooca) a species of
rattan and nipa (neepa) a palmetto leaf, he sets to w^ork.
While he is constructing the skeleton or framework, his
wife and daughters prepare the necessary covering mater-
ial. This is made of nipa leaves, w^hich are bent about
a straight stick as a rib, the leaves overlapping each
other and the whole then laced w^ith a thin piece of rattan
to keep the leaves in place. The finished article is a neat
and durable shingle.
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In the construction of his house the native again shows
his "cart before the horse" proclivities, he building the
roof first on the ground and later calling in his neighbors
to help him lift it into place. The entire building is
latticed with split bamboo and this in turn covered with
the nipa shingles. The floor is made of strong bamboo
strips placed closelj" and parallel to each other over
heavier bomboo riders and the whole neatl}^ laced w^ith
rattan. The doors and w^indows are generally made of
woven or platted bamboo or cane over a skeleton bamboo
frame as is also the ceiling and sometimes the walls
inside. When completed such a building is rather attrac-
tive and cool for a country like the Philippines, and
very health}'.
In all this work not a single nail is used, but all
fastenings are made with wooden pins and rattan, the
latter known as bejuca (behooca). Any sized house can
be built in this wa}', but the average native house con-
tains but two or three rooms. These for his style of
living are ample for the average sized family, and the
Filipino averages prett\' well, his family usualU^ being a
uniform series of steps from the cradle up.
The ordinary class of natives have no beds but sleep
on the floor, using grass mats, which are rolled up and
put away during the daytime. They also have very lit-
tle furniture thus obviating the necessity of much room.
Cooking is done in an earthen jar and on a fire box made
of claj^ and shaped much after the pattern of a shoe, the
jar or recepticle containing the food to be cooked resting
on what would be the top or mouth of the shoe. Rice and
fish are the main articles of food, fish being varied with
jerked meat, either cariboo, beef or deer. On his feast
da^'s he also has barbecue hog.
To refer again to bamboo and rattan these tviro mater-
ials are almost indispensable to the Filipinos. He not
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onh- builds his houses with them, but also his carts, sleds,
fences, rafts on his rivers, bridges over them, and fish
traps in them, receptacles for carr\'ing water, outters for
catching- and leading water into thern, and when occasion
demands it bamboo serv-es the double purpose of vstriking-
tire, and as a receptacle in which to cook. This is accom-
plished as follows: For the first drj^ bamboo is necessar}^
and for the third green. To strike fire a round piece of
bamboo is first split in tAvo and a V shaped incision made
into the side of one part just deep enough to pierce to the
hollow. Dr3' bamboo shavings are placed underneath
and agauist this opening. A second piece of bamboo is
cut chisel-shaped so as to fit into the incision of the first
piece. By drawing the other piece back and forth vigor-
ously through the incision, the shavings underneath soon
become ignited. A green joint of bamboo then answers
as a pot and is used several times before too much charred
for further cooking.
The native marriage ceremony is also quite amusing
to the foreigner. Elaborate preparations to the entent of
the groom's worth, are always made for it. The bride's
trousseau in many cases represents years of savings on
the part of the groom, who bears this expense.
The wedding march usuall3^ begins at the home of the
bride, who, -with her maids leads the procession, followed
b}'^ a brass band. The groom brings up the rear with
some friends and the procession passes through the town
and to the church where the sacred part of the ceremou}' is
invariably performed. The return from the church is in
the same order as the march to the church, the band now
tooting at its best, each member seemingly trying with
the other to produce the choicest note, all probably brought
about by knowledge of the fact that a good meal is avv'ait-
ing them, the fatted calf being always killed for such
occasions. Once home again and refreshments served,
the friends gather and after a fevv^ choice words from
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each, spiced \\xi\\ the "pidgia" Spanish of whatever
AiTiericaus are present, sorne house having a board floor
is pressed into service for dancing; which is kept up
throughout the day and far into the night. But the bride
and groom are spirited away. The pressure of the occas-
ion seems too much for them, and they seek seclusion.
The Americans present generally insist on their coming-
out and joining in the merry making. Amid blushes and
distorted smiles they can sometimes be brought out but
are soon lost again. It is also diftlcult to get them to eat
at the general spread and coaxing on the part of Americans
present again is needed.
Being desirous of securing the photo of bride and
groom at one of these nuptial functions, the waiter re-
quested that the3^ stand at the head of the table of honor
long enough to get into the picture. Some difficult}^
was experienced in getting them close enough together
and under proper focus, when a kind old Filipino ladj%
imbued perhaps with the feeling that tliis naust be Amer-
icans and so "mucho bueno" (all right) seeing that things
were not going just right, took a hand in adjusting mat-
ters and getting the couple clear of the obstructing and
less important hombres (men) but in doing so she upsets
a four story pot pie knocking it to the floor, and which
happened to be a Filipino dish of which the waiter w^as
quite fojid. The picture was secured, mostl}'^ in smiles
due to the incident just related, but the pie was lost. It
was resolved that in future no attempt to photograph the
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RIFLE CLUB
The Rifle Club of the College which is affiliated with
the National Rifle Association of America, is making a
decided improvement over last year's work. The Club,
which was organized last year by Capt. H. A. Wiegen-
stein, under adverse circumstances, is highlj'^ elated over
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its success this 3'ear. Last j^ear it lost practically all the
matches. This 3'ear it has, so far won all, but one.
The term cannot 3'et discourse in "schuetzen long-
vitch", but it is sweet music to the marksman's ear to
hear the official scorer continually^ calling "a twelve o'clock
ten", a "one o'clock ten", "pin wheel".
This 3'ear we have six members of the old team back
all of whom are plugging the cow's e3'e. All of them be-
lieve in TeddN' Roosevelt's axiom on marksmanship "the
shoots that hit are the shoots that count." Some of the
members are undoubtedh' decendants of David Crocket,
even if the3' do go under the assumed names of Smith,
Pendle3', Palmer, Young and Rogers. Like Crocket they
feel disgraced if they hit auN'thing but the bull's eye.
Louisiana w^as the first to taste North Georgia's metal,
going down 849 to 866. Then came Princeton with the
audacity to pile up 924 to our 907. Next we trimmed
Penns3'lvania 915 to 879. The results of our last two
shoots have not 3'et been published, but will both place us
eas3' winners.
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Well! Who would have thought of such a thing' a
3'ear ago? Baseball practice begins in two weeks at old
N. G. A. C. Hip! Hoorah! Isn't that startling to those
whose memories date back to 1910, when athletics AA^ere
put to the bad?
But the year 1912 finds us preparing the w^ay to carrj-
out the firm resolution that we would have a baseball
team if there were a sufficient number here to make out
a team.
But there is a whole lot more to run up against even if
we have the best team ever organized; that is, making out
a schedule. But we have already started that and are
ready to sign contracts -with some of our leading colleges.
We are confident that w^e are going to put up one of the
"warmest fights against our opponents ever put on re-
cord.
While we have worked under conditions that were
somewhat strained to secure the necessar^'^ funds to sup-
port a team, but ^ve are novv^ in a good condition to finance
our plans. We "want the assistance of the entire student-
body, whatever it may be. We want you to feel that our
team is your team, and not the individual pla3'er's team.
Let's start out right. If you have anj^thing to saj' against
the team keep it to yourself, but if jou want to boost it
let's have it.
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We were deligted to find most of the old students back
at the beginnincr of the new term and among them sever-
al new ones. The new students are: Misses Sarah Mont-
gomer}% Edna Steiner, Sarah Boyd, Mattie Beard;
Messrs. E. H. Boyd, R. Z. Chamblee, W. F. Eberhart,
F. L. Means, G. T. Martin, B. E. Parrish, J. B. Pender-
grass, J. H. Reese, J. W. Ricketts, A. C. Sargent, L. R.
Tompkins, A. H. Tompkins, H. S. Horton, and W. A.
Hendrix.
Miss Marion Frye who is teaching at Danielsville
spent Christmas at home.
Captain Wiegenstein spent a few days in Atlanta the
last of January.
Mr. Jerry Davidson, of Murphy, N. C, was in Dahlon-
ega during the holidays.
Mr. Rufe Edd Baker spent the Christmas holidays
w^ith relatives in Swainsboro.
Mrs. E. S. Copeland of Gainesville, Ga. , is spending
some time with her parents. Captain and Mrs. Worley.
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>Ir, Weir Gaillard, principal of the Public Schools of
Acworth, was the guest of hotnefoiks during the holidaj^s.
Mr. H. H. Young has entered college and is taking a
post-graduate course in book-keeping.
Mr. Verstille Glenn has returned to the Philippines
after spending about two months ^th homefolks.
Miss Mattie Craig spent several weeks in Gainesville
recentlj' the guest of her cousin, Miss Isabelle Charters.
Misses Louise and Edna Steiner have returned to
Dahlonega after an extended trip north.
Miss Nell Head, who is teaching at Bluffton, Ga.,
spent the holidays with relatives.
Mrs. Johnson, of Milwaukee, Wis,, is visiting her
parents. Dr. and Mrs. G. R. Glenn.
Miss Irene Moore was the guest of Miss Isabelle Char-
ters in Gainesville the first of JanuarJ^
Dr. Glenn delivered a lecture in the Bo3's Club Room
January nineteenth on "The World-Wide Influnce of
Great Movements''.
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Tuesda}' evening Januar3" twenty-third the N. G. A.
College Musical and Dramatic Club presented "Tw^o of a
Kind'' and "No Men Wanted" in the Auditorium.
Mr. Frank Barnes of BuUochville was in Dahlonega a
few da3^s the first of the month visiting his brother.
Misses Edna atid Nell Glenn delightfully entertained
the "Leap Year Club" Saturday evening February tenth.
Miss Eula Bryant spent several da3^s in Dahlonega
visiting friends the last of January.
Mr. "Crip" Smith and John Black spent a couple of da3^s
in Gainesville the latter part of Januar3'.
Miss Sarah Montgomery of Birmingham Ala., is visit-
ing her aunt, Mrs. George W. Camp. She w^ill attend
College while here.
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lE^rljang^H
When we begin to look through our Exchanges, very
few numbers are found at hand. This scarcity is perhaps
largely due to the interference of the Holidays. Those
we have been able to observe are, on a whole, up to a
higher naark than an,y collection that has 3'et reached our
desk.
We thankfully acknowledge the following numbers :
The Southern Student, The Aurora, The Yellow Jacket,
Davidson College Magazine, Mar3'ville College Monthly,
Rhinehardt Mountaineer, The Mercerian, The Southern
Collegian, The Lesbian Herald and the Red and White.
This magazine is not so volumnous as some college
publications, but as for quality we fail to find any that
excels it. "The Value of Hardships" points out that we
should place a higher value upon our hardships and glad-
ly meet them, for only by striving against difficulty are
the greatest successes attained. We wish it were possible
that every cigarette smoker could read "The Infernal Ci-
garette". It is a sound-sense argument against the great-
est enemy of the young man—the cigarette. The -writer
says: "It is high time that the people of the country ^vere
rising up and crushing this evil, and where would be a
better place for the uprising to begin than in our colleges?
The college men of our country should rise up and crush
out this miglity agency of the devil from their lives and
then go out and free their fellowman."
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Fellow-students, why not fall in line with this wise
suggestion and do all yoti can to decrease the ravages of
this evil.
"Self" is worthy of thoughtful reading. The author
says: "Man's chief end is to please self, but when a
righteous man pleases hinaself he pleases God,"
(III)e ffUoui Jacket
This magazine is not as creditable as "Tech" should
turn out. The Athletic Department, which of course
should be Avell represented in all College publications, is
up to the top notch, but the others are woefully w-eak.
There is not an excess of sporting news but rather a de-
ficiency on other lines. More attention to literary work
would add greatlj" to its make-up.
iiarrmttllr (EoUrge totttlflg
Tho December number is hardly so good as the others
we have seen. "A Cure for Unrequited Love" is the
only piece of fiction. It has unusual length for a College
Magazine story. The story is very improbable. Who can
imagine a father forcing his young daughter to marry an
outlaw, and then of her being forced to live with him in
a wilderness for six months before any relief came?
"Emerson's Debt to Plato" is excellent from a literary
standpoint, but originality is not very prominent. Its
poems are above the average.
®{|e Aurora
This is the only magazine of the New Year that has
greeted us. We congratulate the staff on promptness in
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getting- out its first issue. It is hardly so good as the
December number, but, considering the proneness of the
average student immediately^ following to the Holida3"s,
to procrastinate the Aurora is indeed most praiseworthy.
It contains an excellent collection of stories. "Her Last
Game" is ^evy appropriate for a college publication. It
shows ver}^ interestingl}^ the athletic spirit of the college.
We can't help commending the nerve of "Happy''. The
writer of "A Shop Girl's Christmas Eve"exhibits a through
knowlege of her subject. It is a true picture of condition
as thej" actually exist—not a touch of improbability being
found in the story. "Old Fashioned Roses", although
failing to hold the reader's attention so closely as the
above mentioned articles, is \vell written.
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Professor Sn\^der—"Meaders, where have you been this
moruing?"
Meaders—"Have been to the top of Crown Mountain/'
Professor Snyder—"What were jou doing up there?"
Meaders—"Taking the temperature with a Barometer."
Smith, L. \V.—"How often Grady, about ever}' fifteen
minutes?"
Professor Ash (In Classic Myths)— ''Mr. Blassingame,
give an account of the death of Adonis?"
Bloss—"A \vild boar caught him and killed him, and
then he died very soon."




Burgess— "No, lets get up something new."
Sargeant, Tom— "Say, hold the light till I see my
rheumatism.''
Ledbetter—"Pshaw he's just trj'in' to combut what I
said."
Professor Gaillard— "Mr. Rogers, name an island near
the New England coast that is a formation of Tertiary
Rocks?"
Rogers, A. A.—"Long Island Sound."
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Commandant (To Batallion)— "Bo3's you have griven
me a good w^eapon vi^ith which to begin my Lecture."
Qt. M. Sgt.—"Order three j^ards of Crepe."
Rogers, A. A.
—
"Captain, there ain't nobody dead."
Margarette—"Daddy, there she is under the mistletoe,
grab her! "
Daddj^ Barnes—"H—e—m, we are having some bad
w^eather now, aren't we?"
Commandant (in Field Service Regulations) "Mr.
Gibbs, wh3^ are machine guns usually carried b}^ the Ad-
vance Guard?"
Gibbs—"They use them for building bridges across
the rivers, creeks and branches."
"Oh my!" She explaimed impatiently. We will be late
for the first act. We have been waiting a good many
minutes for my mother."
"Hours, I should say'', He replied.
"Ours", She cried joyfully, "This is so sudden."—Ex.
Miller (Quoting Rousseau)— "Slaves go tell your
masters, w^ecan make our lives sublime. Quoth the Raven,
Nevermore."
Hoke O'Kelb'^—"I haven't got on to that love makin'
yet."
Miss Pentecost—"Oh well, I'll give you a lesson in
that."
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Pendle}' (To Librarian)—"You must quit talkiug to
Mr. McKee so much."
Miss Head— "Don't be so jealous, we were only talk-
ing about a book."
Tillman (Addressing; Old Soldiers on Lee's Birthday)—
"One Hundred years ago to-dsij was probably a tj^pical
wintery day. The Mocking birds were singing in the
blossoming Magnolia trees of Northern Virginia, and
basking in the pendent rays of the beautiful sunlight."
Smith, E. W. (On Joint Debate)— "Four hundred years
ago to day Washington crossed the Delaware, and halting
his army at the foot of the Snow Capped Alps, he ex-
claimed in the language of the Persian Poet, 'Wini, vidi,
Vici', which being interpretted means. My God. My God,
hast thou forsaken me?' "
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Capital, Surplus, Profit, $20,000.
Careful attention given all business entrusted to our care.
We invite correspondence and solicit the patronage of the
business community generally.
Remember the Place to Buy Your
Soft Drinks, Candies, Chewing Gum,
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Low Rates for Students.
North Corner of Hall's Villa Hotel.
G. H. MOORE,
Feed and Livery Stable.
Daily hack line to and from Gainesville. Leaves
Dahlonega at 8 a. m. ; leaves Gainesville at 7 :30 a. m. Fare
$1.50, trunks 50 cents. Teams day or night, with or with-
out driver. Reasonable prices. Drayage.
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